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Banks are struggling to keep up with constantly evolving regulation

Desired Outcomes

Complying with financial regulation is a lengthy 

and costly process.

Problems with bank’s data can cause delays and 

discrepancies.

80% of the regulatory rules are standardised, 

meaning the space is ripe for automation to 

enable users to focus on the bank-specific 20%.

Using cutting-edge technology, Suade’s 

platform automates the process for banks to 

meet their requirements.

Banks are spending millions on their regulatory 

compliance.

The regulator is trying to address data issues 

with new initiatives around granular data 

reporting.

Technology can drastically reduce costs as it is 

incredibly scalable.

This solution also reduces time spent by users 

trying to decipher and implement regulatory 

calculations.

With banks around the world using Suade’s 

platform and more and more regulatory reports 

being added constantly, it is already proven to 

provide a much needed service.

Challenges Ideal Solution



Suade

Technology to prevent the next financial crisis

Cost-effective

• Suade operates a utility 

platform.

• Leveraging on technological 

automation to save costs 

associated with doing the same 

calculations and analysis 

manually.

Time-saving

• The Suade platform can process 

large volumes of granular data 

rapidly.

• Time spent on manual tasks 

drastically reduced when using 

the Suade platform as time-

consuming tasks are 

automated.

Hugely scalable

• The nature of the platform 

enables users to not be reliant 

on a single vendor.

• Given the “map once, map 

forever” notion, it is a seamless 

process to add modules to the 

platform.

Ease of deployment

• The platform can be deployed 

on any infrastructure to offer 

regulation in a box.

“Moving our MLAR reporting to the Suade Platform was a hassle free experience, ahead of anything we have seen from any 

other vendor. It has also returned valuable information with regards to how we can better manage risks in our mortgage 

portfolio.” - Suade Reg Reporting user



Suade + Microsoft Azure

Deploying the Suade platform on Microsoft Azure is a totally seamless experience. 

Smooth deployment

The Cloud deployment is quick and easy, and 

fully taken care of, which means you can 

focus on the important things.

Prevent data loss due to hardware failures 

and have piece of mind when deploying on 

the Cloud. 

With so much granular data in the Suade 

platform, you do not want to be worrying 

about internal storage limitations. With 

different options for all data sizes, the Cloud 

can cater for everyone.

Cloud protection Unlimited storage

Solution Alignment



Customer Success Story

Business Challenge: Find a solution which leverages on 

the similarities between ALMM, NSFR and LCR liquidity 

reporting requirements. The bank has spent a large 

amount of money, time and human resources working on 

separate liquidity reports which was not creating any 

additional value. 

Customer Testimonial: “Suade’s ALMM, NSFR and LCR 

liquidity package is second to none. After a one off data 

mapping, we are now able to produce all of our liquidity 

reports effortlessly. It is an extremely cost-effective 

solution which is unrivalled.”

Time Saving:

12 week implementation time.

Technical Advantage:

A web-based platform which houses multiple liquidity 

reports. Automated data ingestion allows bank data to be 

imported seamlessly and multiple reports to be 

generated rapidly.

Commercial Advantage:

The system offers a modular and scalable solution which 
creates synergies when adding on different reports. 
Comparison, validation and reconciliation functions become 
more meaningful as you are able to assess multiple reports.

Win Results
Tier 1 UK bank


